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GATT BIBLIOGRAPHY: FOURTH SUPPLEMENT

The GATT Bibliography was first published in March 1954 and covered the period from 1947 to the end of 1953. The First Supplement covered the period from January 1954 to June 1955. The Second Supplement covered the period from June 1955 to June 1956; the Third Supplement from June 1956 to August 1957. The Fourth Supplement covers the period from August 1957 to July 1958.

The main event referred to in the Fourth Supplement is:

the Twelfth Session of the Contracting Parties, which was held at Geneva, 17 October to 30 November 1957. This Session included a Ministerial Meeting from 28-30 October at which the Rome Treaty establishing the European Economic Community was discussed. Other matters referred to are Trade Intelligence Paper No.6, "The Possible Impact of the European Economic Community, in particular the Common Market, upon World Trade", and the tariff negotiations with Switzerland.

Note: The GATT Bibliography and its Supplements do not include a list of items published by the GATT secretariat. This is contained in the List of Official Material relating to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, obtainable on request from the secretariat.
February - May 1957


Décimaprimera sesion del GATT. Mercado de valores (Mexico) 17:90-91, 25 Febrero 1957.

GATT e Mercato Comune Europeo. Relazioni internazionali (Milano) 21:549, 4 Maggio 1957.

June 1957


July 1957

The achievements of GATT. MCC Trade Journal (Karachi) 10:8-9, June 1957.

August 1957


September 1957


October 1957


United States - Committee on international law - Supplementary report on the constitutionality of American participation in the proposed organization for trade co-operation (OTC) and in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Record of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York 12: 458-461, October 1957.

Ausblick auf die zwölfte Session des GATT, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, (Zürich) 11 October 1957.

GATT reactions to common market; doubts not yet allayed, The Times, (London) 15 October 1957.

GATT to examine common market, Financial Times (London) 16 October 1957.

Milic, K. Yugoslavia and GATT. Review of international affairs (Beograd) 8:12-13, 16 October 1957 (also exists in French).


Common Market commended to GATT, world benefits envisaged, The Times (London) 18 October 1957.

Le GATT va passer au crible le traité de marché commun, Le Monde, (Paris) 18 octobre 1957.

Tell it not in GATT, Economist (London) 185:236, 19 October 1957.

Der amerikanische Agrarschutz im Lichte des GATT. Neue Zürcher Zeitung, (Zürich) 27 Oktober 1957.

GATT Ministers to discuss common market to-day. British objections unanswered, Manchester Guardian, (Manchester) 28 October 1957.


Common market's impact on other countries' trade, The Times, (London) 29 October 1957.


Die Konferenz der Handelsminister im GATT. Kritik am Gemeinsamen Markt, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, (Zürich) 29 October 1957.

Commonwealth misgivings on common market. Britain seeks safeguards, Manchester Guardian, (Manchester) 29 October 1957.


The six and GATT, Financial Times, (London) 30 October 1957.

Primary producers' fear of common market. Slump ghost walks at Geneva, Manchester Guardian, (Manchester) 31 October 1957.


Criticisms of common market. GATT Nations win a joint inquiry, Manchester Guardian, (Manchester) 31 October 1957.

GATT to examine common market implications, The Times, (London) 31 October 1957.

November 1957


Der Gemeinsame Markt vor dem GATT, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, (Zürich) 2 November 1957.

Positive Ergebnisse der Ministertagung im GATT. IW-Internationale Wirtschaft, 1-2, (Vienna) 8 November 1957.
Löke, R.E. Gemeinsamer Markt und GATT Volkswirt (Frankfurt am M.) 11:2440-2442, 9 November 1957.

India, the GATT and the European common market. Commerce and Industry (New Delhi) 48: 4, 11; 13 November 1957.

Die GATT-Konferenz in Genf. Lockerung der deutschen Importrestriktionen, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, (Zurich) 22 November 1957.

United States criticized by GATT. Canadian protest on Wheat Sales, The Times (London) 26 November 1957.


December 1957

GATT move for easing of German import curbs fails, Financial Times, (London) 2 December 1957.

Major difficulties on tariffs unresolved. Common market and German imports to be considered further, The Times, (London) 2 December 1957.

The Common market not common enough. Six against the rest in GATT, Manchester Guardian, (Manchester) 2 December 1957.


Review of the 12th session of contracting parties to GATT. Department of State bulletin (United States) 37: 1004-1009, 23 December 1957.


V.A. Seyid Muhammad. The legal framework of world trade. This book deals with the legal aspects of international trade. The main emphasis is placed on the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The following are the chapter headings: The General Agreement as a multilateral treaty; GATT in relation to other international organizations; The organs of GATT; rules and procedure of tariff negotiations; most-favoured-nation treatment in the General Agreement; other standards of international economic law in GATT; exceptions and escape clauses; state intervention; state trading; customs unions; free trade areas and frontier traffic; organization for Trade Co-operation and proposed amendments to General Agreement; An appraisal of GATT; cases; treaties; bibliography; index.

Published under auspices of London Institute of World Affairs, by Stevens and Sons Limited, London, pages 348.


February 1958


La douzième session du GATT. Fabrimétal, Bulletin hebdomadaire d'information et de liaison: 102-107, 10 février 1958.


March 1958

Vernon, Raymond. Trade Policy in Crisis. Essays in International Finance, No. 29. March 1958. Published by International Finance Section, Department of Economics and Sociology, Princeton University. Examines United States trade policy from 1933 to the present time: looks forward to possible developments of United States trade policy in the next ten years against the background of domestic political problems and international economic developments, including the European Economic Community. Pages 24.


Richard De Felice and Oscar Zaglits: Gaining access to foreign markets through GATT, Foreign Agriculture, United States Department of Agriculture, March 1958. Describe results of GATT consultations on import restrictions held during 1957.


April 1958


Deutschland vor dem GATT, Berliner Handels-Gesellschaft Wirtschaftsdienst Nr. 155, 19 April 1958.


Die Schweiz und das GATT. Vor Zollverhandlungen, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, (Zurich) 22 April 1958.


May 1958

Wyndham White, Eric. The First Ten Years of the GATT. Address at London School of Economics and Political Science, May 1958. Available from the GATT secretariat as a pamphlet, free of charge.


Bonn is criticized by GATT on curbs, New York Times, 6 May 1958.


Intersessional Committee of GATT concludes meeting, Foreign Commerce Weekly, United States Department of Commerce.

Beginn der Zollverhandlungen der Schweiz im GATT, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, (Zurich) 20 Mai 1958.


June 1958


July 1958
